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ABSTRACT

Person re-identification is a challenging task due to the view-
point, illumination and pose variations. Recent works fo-
cus on extracting part-level features to offer beneficial fine-
grained information. However, the part misalignment as well
as the multi-stage training process limits their performance.
Inspired by the human visual attention mechanism, this paper
builds a cascade attention network(CAN) to learn the discrim-
inative person features in a coarse-to-fine manner. Firstly,
we employ the human semantic parsing module to generate
coarse-grained part-level attention, which corresponds to the
division of human body parts and can effectively filter the
background noise. Then, to extract the local detailed features
within each part, we introduce spatial-channel attention mod-
ule to generate fine-grained pixel-level attention, which can
further highlight the distinctive characteristics and repress the
irrelevant ones. Finally, we can obtain an efficient person fea-
ture descriptor by combining both the global and local fea-
tures. The whole learning process is conducted end-to-end.
Experimental results show that the proposed method not only
considerably outperforms its counter part but also achieves
competitive performance on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC.

Index Terms— cascade attention network, human pars-
ing, spatial-channel attention module, person re-identification

1. INTRODUCTION

Person re-identification, short for person re-id, is the task of
retrieving the identical pedestrian captured by different cam-
eras which may or may not have overlapping vision field.
Due to factors like illumination change, viewpoint shift, pose
variations, occlusions as well as background clutter, the same
pedestrian may show dramatically different appearance, while
different pedestrians may look quite similar, as shown in Fig.
1. Therefore, it’s important to learn an efficient pedestrian
feature which can well discriminate similar pedestrians and
show enough robustness to the variations. Existing meth-
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Fig. 1. Challenges in person re-id: (a) positive pair with il-
lumination, view-point and pose variations. (b) positive pair
with misalignment. (c) negative pair with similar appearance.
(d) positive pair with occlusion.

ods for person re-id can be roughly categorized into three
classes: supervised [1,2], semi-supervised [3,4] and unsu-
pervised [5,6]. Among them, supervised part-level features
based methods are specifically popular due to their robust-
ness against pose and viewpoint variations, fast training speed
and relatively high performance. Recently, Kalayeh et al. [7]
resort to human semantic parsing method to adaptively ob-
tain pedestrian body parts division and learn part-level fea-
tures in an end-to-end manner. Nevertheless, the pixel-level
noises within the learned local parts still remain to be re-
pressed. To circumvent this issue, pixel-level attention selec-
tion techniques are needed. Common attention models [8,9]
usually generate attention maps from the global image and
only consider the spatial correlation between local features.
Li. W et al. [10] propose a harmonious attention network,
which pays attention to the correlation between local features
in both spatial and channel scale. Inspired by previous per-
son re-id works, we propose a novel cascade attention net-
work(CAN), which imitates the human visual attention mech-
anism to firstly learn global abstract features and then focus
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of the proposed Cascade Attention Network. The part-level attention module is implemented
Recompile 32 by human semantic parsing. The output five segmentation masks correspond to the coarse-grained part-level
attention map for foreground, head, upper-body, legs and feet. Combing them with the global appearance features output by the
upper stream, we can obtain five groups of weighted part features, i.e., S1 S2 S3 S4 S5. S6 denotes the averaged pooled global
appearance feature. Then, we send coarse-grained part features to the pixel-level attention module, which includes the spatial
attention block and channel attention block, and fuse the fine-grained features of S2, S3, S4 and S5 into one 2048-dimensional
feature vector by global max pooling. The fine-grained features of S1 are reduced into another 2048-dimensional feature vector.
Lastly, we concatenate above two features with S6 to form the final 3×2048-dimensional person feature descriptor.

on the local details. Our CAN consists of part-level atten-
tion module and pixel-level attention module. Specifically,
the former is implemented by human semantic parsing, which
can generate coarse-grained part-level attention by adaptively
dividing persons into several body parts. Then, we introduce
the pixel-level attention module to further highlight the dis-
criminative pixels and repress the irrelevant ones within each
local part. With both spatial and channel correlation between
local features into full consideration, this module can generate
more fine-grained attention maps and enhance the discrimina-
tive ability of features greatly. Finally, we can obtain an effi-
cient person feature descriptor by combining global and local
features. The contributions of this paper are summarized be-
low:

• We propose a novel cascade attention network(CAN)
for person re-id, which consists of part-level attention
module and pixel-level attention module and can gen-
erate discriminative person features in a coarse-to-fine
manner.

• The former module can improve the robustness of fea-
tures to background noise, pose variations and occlu-
sions. The latter module can further enhance the dis-
criminative ability of local features within each parts.

• Our proposed method achieves competitive perfor-
mance on standard datasets: Market-1501 and DukeMT-
MC.

2. RELATED WORKS

Part-level feature extraction. Early person re-id meth-
ods extract part-level features from rigidly divided horizon-
tal strips which are loosely aligned to human body parts
[11,12,13]. However, these methods cannot well handle
part misalignment due to the pose variations and occlusions.
To address this problem, researchers [14,15] resort to off-
the-shelf pose or landmark prediction to infer refined part
division. However, body parts of this type are coarsely fit-
ted into the input pedestrian images due to the gap between
datasets for pose estimation and person re-id. Kalayeh et
al. [7] adopt semantic parsing module to segment the in-
put pedestrians into several body parts and then combine
the global and local features to obtain an unified descriptor.
This method well solves the misalignment but neglects the
pixel-level noise within the selected regions. Thus, there is
an indispensable need for attention selection within part-level
features to optimize the person re-id model.

Attention mechanism. The attention mechanism allows
the model to decide where to focus by itself and has been
widely applied in computer vision and natural language pro-
cessing field. At first, researchers [8,9] simply extract atten-
tion maps from the global pedestrian image, which can ef-
fectively filter the background noise but the attention on local
details is inadequate. Later on, attention selection techniques
are utilized on local patches of pedestrian images, generating
the salient weighting maps [16,17]. Attention mechanism of
this kind only consider the spatial weight distribution of the
local features while ignoring the correlation between different
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channels. Li. W et al. [10] introduce a spatial-channel inter-
action learning scheme to further enhance the compatibility
between attention selection and feature representation given
re-id discriminative constraints.

Our proposed CAN not only well addresses the misalign-
ment problem with the guidance of semantic parsing module
[7], but also fully explores the pixel-level attention within the
local parts by utilizing the spatial-channel attention module
[10].

3. CASCADE ATTENTION NETWORK

3.1. Network Overview

Two attention selection modules are cascaded to form CAN.
As is depicted in Fig.2, the part-level attention module outputs
five segmentation masks, corresponding to the foreground,
head, upper-body, legs and feet part respectively. Then these
five part-level attention maps do element-wise multiplication
with the global appearance feature maps to form five groups
of regional weighted feature maps, respectively denoted as
S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5. Coarse-grained features are then sent
to the spatial-channel attention module for pixel-level atten-
tion generation and more discriminative features extraction.
After the part-level and the pixel-level attention module, the
learnt features, that is, five groups of feature maps in the size
of 30×30×2048, can deliver more discriminative characteris-
tics and the irrelevant noises can be well repressed. To obtain
a unified efficient feature descriptor for the input pedestrian,
we fuse the global and local pedestrian features. Firstly, we
squeeze the global appearance feature maps into one 2048-
dimensional vector, denoted as S6, by global average pooling.
This feature vector can well deliver the global abstract char-
acteristics. Secondly, we fuse the regional weighted feature
maps, corresponding to four body parts, after the pixel-level
attention module into one 2048-dimensional vector by global
max pooling. This feature vector will contain much local dis-
criminative details within the specific body parts. Thirdly, we
reduce the foreground weighted feature maps into one 2048-
dimensional vector. Combing the above three feature vectors,
we will obtain the 3×2048-dimensional pedestrian descriptor.
Bilinear interpolation is applied for resizing in both modules.

3.2. Part-level Attention Module

To build the coarse-grained part-level attention module, we
refer to the method in Kalayeh et al. [7] to construct the
pedestrian semantic parsing network: in order to maintain
sufficient resolution for semantic parsing, we reduce the stride
of the last grid reduction module in the Inception-V3 [18]
from 2 to 1, and do the same to the last transition layer in
Densenet121 [19], resulting in a halved output stride com-
pared to the original architecture. Dilated convolution [20] is
adopted to handle the extra computation. The global average
pooling is replaced by an atrous spatial pyramid pooling [21]

which is followed by a 1× 1 convolution layer as the classi-
fier.

3.3. Pixel-level Attention Module

The fine-grained pixel-level attention module, as is depicted
in Fig. 2, is placed after the weighted part-level features to
further highlight the discriminative characteristics and repress
the irrevelant ones within the parts. The spatial stream se-
quentially links global cross-channel average pooling layer,
convolutional layers and resize layer. The channel stream
contains global average pooling layer and two convolutional
layers.

3.4. Loss Function

The core idea of triplet loss is to separate the mismatched
pedestrian pairs from the matched ones by a distance margin,
resulting in larger inter-class variation and smaller intra-class
one.

Lth = 1
P×K

∑
a∈batch

max(maxp∈Ada,p −minn∈Bda,n + α , 0) (1)

Specifically, we employ the triplet loss implemented in
[22] in our experiments, as depicted in equation (1) , for each
training batch, we randomly select P different pedestrians
and pick K different pictures for each person. Then for each
picture a in the batch, we can pick one of the hardest positive
samples, that is the farthest picture with the same person ID as
a in the Euclidean feature space, denoted as p and one of the
hardest negative samples, which refers to the closest picture
with the different person ID, denoted as n to form a triplet. α
is the distance margin and we set it to 0.1 in the experiments.
Image set A contains all pictures of the same ID as a, the rest
pictures are in image set B.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Dataset

Market-1501: Five high resolution cams and one low reso-
lution cam are used in capturing pedestrians in Market-1501.
There are 32,668 DPM-detected bounding boxes of 1501
identities, 750 for training and remaining 751 for testing.
Test set consists of 3368 query images and 19732 gallery
images.

DukeMTMC: DukeMTMC was first proposed for video-
based person re-id. It contains 16522 training images of 702
identities, 2228 query images of 702 identities and 17661
gallery images.

4.2. Implementation Details

The above two datasets are mixed for training. We initialize
the semantic parsing stream by pre-training a sub-network on
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the semantic labeled dataset(LIP) which contains∼30000 im-
ages with 20 semantic labels and train the whole network for
60000 iterations with input size set to 748× 246 and batch
size set to 13 to minimize the triplet loss with batch hard min-
ing. As for the evaluation protocol, we adopted popular cu-
mulative matching characteristics(CMC) and mean average
precision(mAP) as the evaluation indexes.

4.3. Experimental Results

In order to obtain an efficient unified feature descriptor, we do
an ablation study to explore which regional features to fuse.
From the results in table 1, we can conclude that feature S1
is the most representative one as expected, while the contri-
butions of feature S2, S3, S4 and S5 are uncertain and ran-
dom. We then concatenate all the part-level features S2, S3,
S4 and S5 after the spatial-channel attention module without
max pooling, and obtain the final 6×2048-dimentional repre-
sentations, performance of which is denoted as CAN-6. The
rank-1 accuracy of CAN-6 increases less than 1.4% compared
to CAN on average, but the feature dimension is twice as that
of CAN, which leads to large amount of calculation.

Table 1. Ablation study on the choice of regional features.
Market1501 DukeMTMC

Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
S1 90.6 77.6 82.2 68.7
S2 89.9 75.6 81.4 67.5
S3 90.2 75.3 82.0 67.3
S4 89.7 76.9 81.9 68.5
S5 89.1 76.5 81.7 67.7

CAN 90.4 77.7 82.1 69.0
CAN-6 91.8 78.9 83.4 69.9

Table 2. Comparision with state-of-the-arts on Market1501.
Model Rank1 Rank10 mAP

Inception-V3 86.4 96.3 69.4
Densenet121 87.2 96.7 68.3
SPReID[7] 88.87 97.0 74
Spindle[14] 76.9 94.6 -

Re-ranking[23] 77.1 - 63.63
MGCAM[24] 83.79 - 74.25
TriLoss[22] 84.9 - 69 .1

CANpt 88.8 96.9 76
CAN*pt 88.1 97.2 77.4

CAN 90.4 97.6 77.7
CAN* 91.4 97.3 78.0
CAN-6 91.8 97.9 78.9

CAN*-6 91.5 97.5 79.3
CAN-6+re-ranking 92.7 98.0 81.8
CAN*-6+re-ranking 92.2 97.4 80.9

Table 3. Comparision with state-of-the-arts on DukeMTMC.
Model Rank1 Rank10 mAP

Inception-V3 79.4 90.7 57.8
Densenet121 79.8 91.2 58.6
SPReID[7] 80.5 91.6 67.2

CANpt 79.8 90.0 67.8
CAN*pt 80.2 91.4 66.9

CAN 82.1 92.4 69.0
CAN* 82.7 92.5 68.1
CAN-6 83.4 93.0 69.9

CAN*-6 84.0 92.9 68.1
CAN-6+re-ranking 85.5 94.7 71.6
CAN*-6+re-ranking 86.1 94.4 70.5

Tables 2 and 3 compare our proposed method with its
baseline SPReID as well as several state-of-the-arts on Mar-
ket1501 and DukeMTMC respectively. Results with an aster-
isk are based on Densenet121. We separately train the back-
bone, Inception-V3 and Densenet121, without any attention
module as one group of comparision experiment. SPReID is
a part-level features based method proposed by Kalayeh et
al. [7]. The training set of which is a mixture of ten datasets
and the batchsize is 15. Due to the limitations of GPU de-
vice, we reduce the batchsize to 12 and mix two of the ten
datasets for training. From the data in table2, the introduc-
tion of coarse-grained part-level attention module increases
the accuracy of rank1 by 2.4%, the results of which are de-
noted as CANpt. After adding fine-grained pixel-level atten-
tion module, the accuracy is improved by another 1.5%. The
application of re-ranking policy brings the best performance.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a coarse-to-fine cascaded attention
network for person re-id task. First, coarse-grained body
part maps are extracted to compensate for the misalignment
of bounding boxes. Second, we introduce the fine-grained
spatial-channel attention module to explore the local detailed
features within each part. Lastly, we combine the coarse-
grained global features with the fine-grained local features to
build the final human feature descriptor. Experimental results
show that our method achieves outstanding performance for
person re-id task.
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